
Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by subster - 2010/05/31 12:22
_____________________________________

Hi there,

two questions:

How can i link an image to popup inline content? It seems impossible.

Secons questions, i use an image map, code is this:



  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

A quick help would be really appreciated! Thank you very much!

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by admin - 2010/05/31 13:54
_____________________________________

Hello,

Regarding your questions:

1. If you want to use 'System - ARI Colorbox Anywhere' plugin for this purpose, download 'ARI Colorbox' from 'Member
Area' on our site and upgrade 'System - ARI Colorbox Anywhere' plugin. Then you can type the following code in
Joomla! content:


{aricolorbox activeType="icontent" opt_width="300" opt_height="250" link="Click me" title="Hidden text"}
{content}
Inline content which you want to show in colorbox goes here.
{/content}
{link}

{/link}
{/aricolorbox}


In other words, place inline content which you want to show in lightbox between {content} and {/content} tags and an
image between {link} and {/link} tags which will be used as link to lightbox. If you want to use 'ARI Colorbox' module for
this purpose, type in 'Link text' parameter HTML code for your image like this:





2. 'ARI Colorbox' doesn't support image map, but we'll investigate possibility of adding this feature and report about
results soon.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by admin - 2010/05/31 14:33
_____________________________________

 About the second question, download the extension in 'Member Area' on our site and upgrade 'System - ARI Colorbox'
plugin, please. And use the following code with image map:




  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



In brief, add "class" attributes to necessary  tags, and place "aricolorbox" value in this attribute and additional parameters
for lightbox.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by subster - 2010/06/01 05:16
_____________________________________

Wow, thats what i call a quick and effective support!!
Thank you so much for that!!

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by thecda - 2011/03/07 16:53
_____________________________________

I would like to do this but link to a flickr photoset, I have tried the method shown making the obvious changes but I can't
get it to work, any ideas?

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by thecda - 2011/03/07 16:55
_____________________________________

P.S. Not with image map, just with normal image

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by admin - 2011/03/07 18:45
_____________________________________
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Could you specify do you want to show images from a Flickr photoset in the lightbox if a user clicks by specific image?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by thecda - 2011/03/07 19:19
_____________________________________

Yes, I want to link from an image (not in the flickr set) to a slideshow of a flickr set in the lightbox

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by admin - 2011/03/07 20:45
_____________________________________

If you use "ARI Colorbox" module, set "Flickr gallery -> Layout type" parameter to "Custom text" and enter the next code
in "Custom text -> Template" parameter:





Where LINK_TO_IMAGE is link to necessary image.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by thecda - 2011/03/07 21:31
_____________________________________

Thankyou. Is it possible to use the colorboxanywhere plug-in to achieve this?

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by admin - 2011/03/08 07:51
_____________________________________

Sure, use the next code:


{aricolorbox activeType="flickr" source="photoset" photosetId="PHOTOSET_ID" type="customtext"}{/aricolorbox}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by thecda - 2011/03/08 13:15
_____________________________________

Thanks for the quick response, unfortunately it isn't working for me, any changes I need to make in plug-in parameters?

============================================================================
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Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by admin - 2011/03/08 14:55
_____________________________________

Provide more details what doesn't work? You see plugin code or see nothing? Is it possible to provide temporary access
to your Joomla! backend by email and link to page where we can see this issue that we can investigate it?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Link Images to Content with Colobox
Posted by admin - 2011/03/08 16:09
_____________________________________

Try now please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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